
The Steel Network Introduces Cold-formed
Steel Connectors to Save Labor and Protect
Liability

The Steel Network (TSN), with its rapid

construction and superior quality results,

also focus on lowering the cost by

introducing cold-formed steel connectors.

DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA, UNITED

STATES, June 4, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Light steel

framing or cold-formed steel is said to

be adaptable and durable in

comparison with other materials such

as wood. 

After understanding the structure and characteristics, the concept of cold-formed steel

connectors has been widespread. To achieve structural stability, save labor, and protect liability,

connectors serve as an important element for steel framing. 

Cold-formed steel, with its additional layer of metallic coating, takes care of termites, mold, and

rots. It is gaining recognition in different areas because of the following benefits it offers -

Cost-effective

Cold-formed steel helps in minimizing the risk of fire which results in lower insurance costs for

both builders and owners. They also provide a shorter construction cycle giving the benefit of

completing the project in less time.

Firm and stable

When witnessed with high winds and seismic forces, steel behaves in a predictable manner

because of its consistent chemistry and stable nature. Because of its inability to absorb

moisture, it helps to eliminate the production of cracks and other defects.

Recyclable material

To date, steel solely stands as the material to get recycled infinitely. Cold-formed steel comes

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://steelnetwork.com/
https://steelnetwork.com/
https://steelnetwork.com/cold-formed-steel-framing/


under the category of green building material, which also gives the owners and builders of

earning the credit for green building rating under programs like LEED. 

Less Maintenance

Steel has the properties of resisting moisture and termites, which makes it easy and efficient to

maintain. With its high quality and stable nature, it can go years without deterioration. 

As the chances of uncertainty keep coming, it is a better option to choose the best in the first

place. The Steel Network’s cold-formed steel connectors help in enhancing the industry levels

and construction methods as it helps to provide a unique yet reliable quality to its customers.
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